
    1. MARKET SQUARE

This area is among the city's oldest and most 

significant parts, played a central role in Rze-

szów since the days of King Casimir the Great 

and subsequently when Jan Pakosławic 

of Stróżysko, the progenitor of the Rzeszow-

ski family, took control of the city in 1354. 

It was here where trade took place, and it was 

here where the town hall, mentioned in sour-

ces for the first time in 1427, was erected, 

and where the town council sat, deciding 

on the most important matters relating 

to the centre. Finally, an east-west road ran 

along the northern edge of Rzeszów's Market 

Square, linking the Ruthenian lands, Lesser 

:Poland, Silesia, and the German territories. 
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April 22, 2023 was the 40th anniversary 
of the death of Franciszek Kotula, regionalist, 
folklorist, founder of the Rzeszów museum, jour-
nalist, publicist, author of dozens of books and 
countless press articles and field research notes. 
In 1985, one of Kotula's best-known works, 
at least to Rzeszów residents, was published. 
It was titled “Tamten Rzeszów, czyli wędrówka po 
zakątkach i historii miasta” (“That Rzeszów - a jo-
urney through the city's corners and history”).  
And it is this book that will be the main theme 
of this guide which we place in your hands. 
The city walking map is intended to be a senti-
mental journey to THAT, i.e. old Rzeszów. Our 
great-grandparents, grandparents, and parents’ 
city. The Rzeszów as remembered by Franciszek 
Kotula, who came here in the 1930s. Finally, 
the Rzeszów Kotula observed, researched, noted 
and described.

Through this guide, it is planned to visit several 
points on the map of the city, which of course 
appear on many pages of Kotula's “Tamten Rze-
szów” (“That Rzeszów”). To capture the unique 
atmosphere of Rzeszów as vividly portrayed 
by Kotula, it is important to use names that were 
once in use. Consequently, we have Paniaga, Wy-
gnaniec, Psiarnisko, Rudki, Kalinowszczyzna, 
Żabnik, Jezioro Bernardyńskie, Małpi Gaj, Czer-
wona Brama, Wasserturma, Dwie Pompy and 
other original Rzeszów toponyms, most of which 
are no longer in use. The city walking map and 
tour which is realized through it, is intended 
to remind us once again of their existence 
in the everyday language of Rzeszów residents. 
These locations hold their own unique histories, 
associated with numerous individuals who have 
resided there, as well as urban anecdotes that 
Kotula captured in his book. In many instances, 
he heard these tales directly from eyewitnesses 
or even the protagonists themselves.

INTRODUCTION
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This road served not only as a vital trade and 

transportation route but also as a strategic 

military passage. During the times of the Li-

-gęza family, and especially the Lubomirski, 

the Rzeszów Market primarily served as a tra-

-ding hub, hosting fairs and markets that at-

tracted merchants not only from the local 

area but also from various parts of Poland 

and even from abroad. The original buildings 

of the Market Square were wooden, with 

a several stone ones. There were arcades, 

whose function was purely trading, shopke-

eping. Beneath the Market Square itself, 

there are basement spaces, that previously 

served as ground-floor shops, warehouses, 

goods storerooms, larders and interconnec-

ted corridors. These spaces used to accom-

modate the trading activities of Rzeszów, 

the local burghers, and the merchants who 

rented the Rzeszów cellars. Today, Rzeszów 

Market Square serves various recreational, 

cultural, and culinary functions.

Franciszek Kotula on Rzeszów's Market 

Square:

“...let's go to the oldest marketplace, as old 
as Rzeszów itself, and that is the Market Square, 
also called the Old Town, and the Old Market. 
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With the monumental Town Hall, the symbol 
of the city. Our interest at the moment is prima-
rily in the square itself, once the Ringplatz, which 
was given an irregular, quadrilateral shape 
at the very beginning, guided by the topography 
of the area. Its enclosure has changed many 
times over the centuries. It took on its present 
architectural appearance after the great fire 
of 1842 (26-27 June - JP). In later years, as old 
photographs and postcards testify, houses were 
overbuilt and their facades changed; in various 
styles, which was fashionable in the late 19th 
century.”

“Since 1894, the statue of Tadeusz Kościuszko 
has played an important role in the Old Market 
Square. It was called 'Kościuszek', especially 
in the Jewish language. In the inter-war period, 
the only Pole in this market! For all the houses - 
the town hall does not count, as it was shared 
by the whole town community - were owned 
by Jews. It seems that only one of the Rzeszów 
bakers had some part in it. Even the famous 
apothecary Karpiński, on leaving Rzeszów, sold 
his beautiful house in the market square to Jews.”

BACK TO  MAP
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    2. PANIAGA

Paniaga is the urban name describing the cu-

rrent main promenade of Rzeszów, and once 

one of the most important routes, 3rd Maj 

Street. It is a north-south street, and its ori-

gins date back to the 16th century. Its main 

role, apart from allowing visitors from 

the south to enter the city, was to connect 

the lord's estate with the city. When, 

at the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries, 

in the area of today's Rzeszów castle, Mikołaj 

Spytek Ligęza formed his Rzeszów lair, origi-

nally in the form of a defensive manor house 

with a gate probably situated on the north 

side, this route was of key importance 

as it enabled communication with the parish 
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church, the Bernardine monastery and, final-

ly, with the Market Square. During the time 

of the Lubomirski, the area became even 

more important as a Piarist monastery and 

a college, which served as a school for 

the sons of the Lubomirski and the burghers, 

were located here. Over the years, 3rd Maj 

Street became one of the most important 

city streets, as it was the road leading 

to the most representative part of Rzeszów - 

the Lubomirski’s residence. During the Au-

strian times, 3rd Maj Street retained its si-

gnificant importance, eventually evolving 

into the most prestigious promenade. 

The backs of the properties located at 3rd 

Maj Street were provided with gardens, ga-

zebos and even vegetable gardens, giving the 

city idyllic character.

Franciszek Kotula on 3 Maja Street:

“The term was something intermediate between 
a nickname and a fondling diminutive. And 
it was created by skubaje [...] Paniaga is nothing 
other than 3rd Maj Street, which was still com-
monly called Pańska Street (literally ‘Sir’s’ 
or ‘Lord’s’ St.) between the wars. For over half 
a century it was called Herrengasse - in German, 
and Pańska - in Polish. It would probably be dif-
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ficult to find out which name came first - Polish 
or German. In my opinion, it was the second one. 
I have previously shown from sources that ‘our’ 
street was first called Pijarska Street (Piarists), 
then - on a map from 1826 - Expiaristengasse, 
which means Popijarska Street (Ex- Piarists), 
and finally - on a map from 1828 - Herrengasse. 
Let us remember that this occurred during 
the initial half-century of the Austrian partition, 
during which the Austrian authorities aimed 
to Germanize Galicia and Lodomeria. German-
ness was leaving its mark on all aspects of life, 
and I am convinced that it was either an Au-
strian German official or, as there were some, 
subservient Poles who assigned this name. But 
why ‘street of lords’? Could it be to be a contrast 
to the opposite Dziadowski Ogród (Pauper’s 
Garden)?”
“Over afternoon tea in the gazebo, grandmother 
Jaśkiewicz would tell the children of both fami-
lies old stories that were strongly engrained 
in the children's imagination. What particularly 
struck this grandmother when she and her hus-
band first arrived in Rzeszów in 1850? On both 
sides of the roadway of 3rd Maja Street there 
were drainage ditches, and over them hung brid-
ges over which one could descend to the gates 
and hallways dividing the houses into two parts. 
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The same wide hallways were used to enter 
the courtyard and garden. There were no stone 
pavements. They were laid only at the beginning 
of the 20th century by mayor Jabłoński. 
The roadway was paved with wooden beams 
across it. Identical to how sandy or swampy 
roads were paved during the First World War. 
Huge areas of woodland went to such ‘cobbles’. 
When stone cobbles were laid on the roadway 
of 3rd Maja Street, the beams were not remo-
ved, but were covered with sand and then 
the cobbles were laid. This old ‘cobblestone’ was 
encountered when the water and sewerage 
system was being built. When digging ditches, 
it was difficult to cut through the hardened ‘fir’ 
mud. According to tradition, which prevailed 
in the mid-19th century, such a pavement was 
still laid in 3rd Maja Street by the Lubomirski 
family so that they could drive safely to services 
at the Piarists or Bernardines. The swamps were 
a danger.”

April 22, 2023 was the 40th anniversary 
of the death of Franciszek Kotula, regionalist, 
folklorist, founder of the Rzeszów museum, jour-
nalist, publicist, author of dozens of books and 
countless press articles and field research notes. 
In 1985, one of Kotula's best-known works, 
at least to Rzeszów residents, was published. 
It was titled “Tamten Rzeszów, czyli wędrówka po 
zakątkach i historii miasta” (“That Rzeszów - a jo-
urney through the city's corners and history”).  
And it is this book that will be the main theme 
of this guide which we place in your hands. 
The city walking map is intended to be a senti-
mental journey to THAT, i.e. old Rzeszów. Our 
great-grandparents, grandparents, and parents’ 
city. The Rzeszów as remembered by Franciszek 
Kotula, who came here in the 1930s. Finally, 
the Rzeszów Kotula observed, researched, noted 
and described.

Through this guide, it is planned to visit several 
points on the map of the city, which of course 
appear on many pages of Kotula's “Tamten Rze-
szów” (“That Rzeszów”). To capture the unique 
atmosphere of Rzeszów as vividly portrayed 
by Kotula, it is important to use names that were 
once in use. Consequently, we have Paniaga, Wy-
gnaniec, Psiarnisko, Rudki, Kalinowszczyzna, 
Żabnik, Jezioro Bernardyńskie, Małpi Gaj, Czer-
wona Brama, Wasserturma, Dwie Pompy and 
other original Rzeszów toponyms, most of which 
are no longer in use. The city walking map and 
tour which is realized through it, is intended 
to remind us once again of their existence 
in the everyday language of Rzeszów residents. 
These locations hold their own unique histories, 
associated with numerous individuals who have 
resided there, as well as urban anecdotes that 
Kotula captured in his book. In many instances, 
he heard these tales directly from eyewitnesses 
or even the protagonists themselves.
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    3. THE CASTLE

The origins of Rzeszów Castle date back 

to the reign of Mikołaj Spytek Ligęza, who 

chose to relocate his former manor house 

from Staromieście to the southern part 

of Rzeszów, where he initiated the construc-

tion of a fortified manor house known as ‘Li-

gęzów’. It is worth mentioning that already 

some of the last Rzeszowski tried to build 

another fortified manor there, preparing 

the area for a strategic purposes. When 

the Lubomirski family came to Rzeszów, they 
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began to develop the structure, firstly giving 

it a new name: ‘Lubomirski’s Castle’. 

At the turn of the 17th and 18th centuries 

the Lubomirski brought in outstanding archi-

tects to work on the expansion of their 

estate. The first of them was Tylman van 

Gameren from the Netherlands, who desi-

gned the castle in the style of a palazzo 

in fortecca. Following him, the primary archi-

tect of the castle was the Italian Peter Belot-

ti, succeeded by a Saxon - Karol Henryk Wie-

demann, who implemented the most innova-

tions within the fortress, aiming to showcase 

the magnificence of the ruling magnate 

family in Rzeszów.

Right next to the castle stood the Lubomir-

ski’s Summer Palace, designed in the French 

style. The garden adjoining it from the north 

was a fusion of French, Italian and German 

style. An artificial lake, along with an island 

designed for leisurely water walks, was ar-

ranged to the east. After the Austrians took 

power in Rzeszów, the castle changed its 

purpose. From then on, it became a prison, 

a court and one of the administrative buildin-

gs. Consequently, the vicinity of the majestic 

castle underwent changes, experiencing 
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Żabnik, Jezioro Bernardyńskie, Małpi Gaj, Czer-
wona Brama, Wasserturma, Dwie Pompy and 
other original Rzeszów toponyms, most of which 
are no longer in use. The city walking map and 
tour which is realized through it, is intended 
to remind us once again of their existence 
in the everyday language of Rzeszów residents. 
These locations hold their own unique histories, 
associated with numerous individuals who have 
resided there, as well as urban anecdotes that 
Kotula captured in his book. In many instances, 
he heard these tales directly from eyewitnesses 
or even the protagonists themselves.



    1. MARKET SQUARE

This area is among the city's oldest and most 

significant parts, played a central role in Rze-

szów since the days of King Casimir the Great 

and subsequently when Jan Pakosławic 

of Stróżysko, the progenitor of the Rzeszow-

ski family, took control of the city in 1354. 

It was here where trade took place, and it was 

here where the town hall, mentioned in sour-

ces for the first time in 1427, was erected, 

and where the town council sat, deciding 

on the most important matters relating 

to the centre. Finally, an east-west road ran 

along the northern edge of Rzeszów's Market 

Square, linking the Ruthenian lands, Lesser 

:Poland, Silesia, and the German territories. 

a complete reconstruction at the beginning 

of the 20th century. South of the Rzeszów 

castle lay a district of the city commonly 

known as Wygnaniec (‘Expellee’).

Franciszek Kotula on the castle:

“The original Rzeszów castle was built by the Lu-
bomirski family in the middle of the 17th centu-
ry. The construction was started in 1620 by Mi-
kołaj Spytek from Borek Ligęza, Castellan of San-
-domierz, founder of the Bernardine church, 
a great philanthropist. The Lubomirscy also built 
a summer palace on the north-eastern side 
of the castle, called Kostheimówka, and, as evi-
denced by Captain Wiedemann's plan of the 18th 
century (to be precise, from 1762), kept 
in the municipal archives, they also established 
the duke's manege, a fruit garden and a French 
garden with cut rows, terraces and statues. 
The castle was single-storey on the front, that is, 
the west side, while the other wings were two-
-storey and formed a square with a court 
in the middle, the size of which is still preserved 
today. The entrance tower, which remains today 
with a slender spire and zygmunt eagle, had two 
additional top stories and a copper roof added. 
The fortress walls encircling the castle, following 
the Vauban system, have been faithfully pre-
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served and restored, featuring embrasures 
at the four corners and cavaliers with four ba-
stions, each with its distinctive patron. Outside 
the fortress walls were water moats, with 
a drawbridge in front of the castle tower. 
The size of the castle was testified to by the chapel - 
next to the entrance by the gate - dedicated 
to the “The Descent from the Cross”, at which 
Jerzy Lubomirski founded a vicarage for the ca-
stle’s inhabitants in 1740”

Franciszek Kotula on Wygnaniec:

“The term Wygnaniec (‘Expellee’) certainly 
comes from exile, banish. When I asked the oldest 
people about Wygnaniec a long time ago, they 
could not tell me the tradition or explain 
the origin of the name. Could it have been some 
kind of accidental origin? I only found an expla-
nation in written sources, in the town's law 
books from the 17th century. Going back 
to the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th 
century, this is the image and explanation I have 
created of this physiographic term. [...] the term, 
both physiographical and onomastic, has not 
only fallen out of use, but even out of memory 
almost completely. It is still understood 
by the oldest, authentic Rzeszów’s residents. 
Yes, it can also be heard outside Rzeszów, from 
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the mouths of those who served in the Austrian 
or Polish army in Rzeszów. For them, ‘Wygna-
niec’, or more commonly ‘Na Wygnańcu’ (‘On 
Exile’), is associated with military service and 
the vast barracks built back in the 19th century. 
At first, the famous Austrian 40th Infantry Regi-
ment was stationed there, in which many Laso-
wiak people from the districts of Rzeszów, Kol-
buszowa, Tarnobrzeg, Nisko and Leżajsk served. 
The 40th was one of the finest Austrian regi-
ments. And not surprisingly; descendants of pri-
soners of war from the 16th and 17th centuries 
of various nationalities served in his ranks. 
The barracks, however, were constructed not 
in Rzeszów, but in Drabinianka.”

BACK TO  MAP
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    4. KALINOWSZCZYZNA

The name of this part of the city came from 

the nearly hectare-long land estate of Woj-

ciech Kalinowski. These were located 

to the west of 3rd Maj Street and included 

areas from Farny Square to Jagiellońska and 

Zygmuntowska Streets. Interestingly, Woj-

ciech Kalinowski married into the family 

of the pharmacist Edward Hübel. The very 

same person under whom the novice phar-

macist Ignacy Łukasiewicz, creator of paraf-

fin, the paraffin lamp, owner of the world's 
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first oil well in Bóbrka near Krosno, and foun-

der of the Polish oil business, practised. Kali-

nowski's estate consisted mainly of green 

areas, gardens and orchards. Later, the city 

bought up this land and used it, among other, 

to arrange Jagiellońska Street, at one time 

an exceptionally representative street, le-

ading west from 3rd Maja Street.

Just next to Kalinowszczyzna in Rzeszów 

there was a region commonly referred 

to as Żabnik (‘Frog Pond’/‘Frog Place’). It was 

a marshy, swampy and boggy area, fed 

by the Mikośka stream flowing from the west. 

The Żabnik reached as far north as today's 

Jagiellońska, Zygnuntowska, Lisa-Kula and 

Moniuszki streets. These bogs were part 

of what used to be Bernardine Lake.

Franciszek Kotula on Kalinowszczyzna:

“Kalinowski's estate to the south bordered 
the significant estate of the Skrzyński family, 
who, at one point, acquired the Podzamcze 
manor and resided in a historic one-storey 
manor house, adorned with their emblem above 
the driveway porch. To the west stood a soap 
factory, positioned over a branch of the Mikośka, 
neighboring the estate of the Potialskich from 
Przewrotne on the left bank of the Mikośka. To-
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wards the north-west lay the extensive garden 
of the merchant Donth, who still resided 
in a wooden house. Rzeszów was already feeling 
constrained. With vast gardens within the city, 
expansion became challenging. Consequently, 
the city purchased a significant portion of Kali-
nowski's property, including the house. Further 
investigation is necessary to discern how the nu-
merous parcels of land, on which a numerous 
brick, multi-storey houses were already con-
structed, came into existence, either earlier 
or later. In any case, Jagiellońska, Zygmuntow-
ska, and Skarbowa streets were established 
on the former site of Kalinowski's garden.”

Franciszek Kotula on Żabnik:

“Żabnik! [...] That's what they used to say even 
before the First World War! [...] Oh, here! - and 
pointed with his hand to the single-storey 
Wang’s villa, standing at the crossroads 
of the above-mentioned streets. - And over there 
- turning his arm towards another villa, once 
built by the famous Rzeszów surgeon Roman 
Hinze. - Go, see! - he encouraged me. I remember 
how solidly it was built, and yet it was fractured, 
you can well see the cracks in the wall. There was 
a kind of lake, or a large pond, with bulrush gro-
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wing all around, and in the spring it was quive-
ring with croaking frogs. That's why Żabnik 
(‘Frog Pond’/’Frog Place’)! Huge poplars grew 
here, blackened by rooks. That was the district. 
And this street, I mean Jagiellońska, today such 
a principality, was literally built on rubbish and 
debris; only after the First World War.”

BACK TO  MAP
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    5. JEZIORO 
         BERNARDYŃSKIE
        (BERNARDINE LAKE)

It was one of the most mysterious and 

at the same time spectacular places 

on the map of old Rzeszów. Located 

in the north-west and west of the city, where 

its borders lay, were marshes, swamps, and 

the Mikośka stream. This terrain was ideal 

for defense and was utilized as such, notably 

by Mikołaj Spytek Ligęza who fortified

the town against Tartar invasions. He strate-

gically capitalised on the natural location 

surrounding the wetlands and the meande-

ring Wisłok River on the opposite side. 

In the northern and western parts, Ligęza fo-



unded a Bernardine monastery, which was 

additionally of defensive importance, 

and the area was sheltered by a lake powe-

red by the dammed waters of the Mikośka 

River. A large reservoir was created, reaching 

almost to the Rzeszów castle and the Bernar-

dine monastery, i.e. the current Cieplińskie-

go, Moniuszki and Sokoła streets. The lake 

was so vast that the later owners of the town, 

the Lubomirski family, boarded their boats 

docked at the pier near the castle, and then 

sailed north to attend the Sunday service 

at the Bernardine monastery. The 18th  cen-

tury brought an end to defensive Rzeszów. 

Bernardine Lake began to dry up, becoming 

more of a pond. Old photographs show that 

the residents of Rzeszów used the reservoir 

for recreational sailing in summer and for 

ice-skating in winter. Unfortunately, the re-

servoir was polluted, as the expanding city 

needed a place to dump soil and debris. 

It was also unfortunate that both Mikośka 

and the former Bernardine Lake were also 

a place where the city's sewage was disposed 

of. Soon the lake was covered up and 

the river was canalized. Today, there are no 

traces of the former reservoir apart from one 

exception: a peculiar lowering of the land, 



especially if you go down to the lawn 

at the back of the provincial library and 

the Wanda Siemaszkowa Theatre.

Franciszek Kotula on Bernardine Lake:

“It was a huge reservoir [...] and was part 
of the defence system from the west.  The eastern 
shore of the lake was raised to the role of a de-
fensive rampart, on top of which a fence with 
shooters could stand. Based on Wiedemann's 
plan and the sources, it can be concluded that 
in the middle between the castle and the mona-
stery there was a walled bastion from which 
the enemy could be assailed with flanking fire. 
This bastion [...] was turned into a windmill [...] 
Numerous traces remain of the lake, above all 
the lowered ground. And also remnants of em-
bankments, as in Moniuszki Street. An extensive 
parking area has recently been built on the former 
lake, also on Moniuszki Street.”

Franciszek Kotula on the Mikośka:
“Incorporating the water into the city's defence 
system, the course of the Mikośka, which origi-
nally flowed in a low area to the north of the city, 
was changed. A high, stone-built bank of the ri-
ver had been built beforehand, after which 
the water of the stream was released into an ar-



tificial channel, above which rose exceptionally 
high earth ramparts with fences, supported 
by brick towers. And the water of the "artificial" 
Mikośka flowed out of the Lake through a spe-
cial quasi-sluice.
It is a fact that as long as the water around 
the town actually defended it from attacks, 
it was under special protection. Similar to the em-
-bankments. But when both lost their defensive 
qualities, they were condemned to liquidation. 
The ditch was simply filled with rubbish, soil 
from the foundations and cellars, rubble of all 
kinds... There is more than enough evidence 
of this. You can imagine what these former 
water bodies looked like, especially with the level 
of hygiene at the time. All sorts of dead things 
were drowned in the water or in the marshes, all 
sorts of filth and dirt were poured away. 
As people remember, such a stench came from 
the Mikośka that it was difficult to stand near 
it in summer.”
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    6. CZERWONA BRAMA
         (THE RED GATE)

For centuries, the city of Rzeszów was a pri-

vate centre, and a centre of trade and com-

merce. It was here that numerous fairs and 

markets were organised, bringing together 

visitors from far away, but also local people 

from villages and towns. These took care 

of all their business in the town, but someti-

mes had to stay longer. For this purpose, inns 

were used, which offered horse and cart 

stops, food and accommodation. Such was 

the role of the Red Gate inn, which was loca-

ted in the northern part of the town, by the old 

road leading from Lublin, Sandomierz or Gło-

-gów Małopolski to the town on the Wisłok 



River. Notably, the nomenclature 'gate' 

is thought to have its roots in the proximate 

entry gate of the city, which can be clearly 

observed on Wiedemann's 1762 plan. 

The Red Gate was highly favoured as a spot 

for visitors travelling to Rzeszów from nor-

thward areas. The gate stood on Głogowska, 

subsequently renamed Sandomierska, be-

-fore being ultimately renamed Grunwaldzka 

St. after 1910, long after the gate's disappe-

arance. Its exact location was more or less 

at the intersection of Grunwaldzka and Ko-

pernika Streets, right on the bank of the Mi-

kośka River, which centuries ago formed 

the city's northern moat as well as its bor-

ders. So the Red Gate inn already stood out-

side the city borders, on Kłapkówka, near 

the wetlands. The structure stood until 

the 1960s, even though the socialist realist 

WRN building, currently the Provincial Office, 

was constructed very close to it. 

Franciszek Kotula on the Czerwona Brama 

(The Red Gate):

“Mostly the Red Gate came into consideration. 
Thousands of people from a wide area knew this 
place. It was simply a spacious inn on what used 
to be Glogowska Street, then Sandomierska, and 



finally Grunwaldzka Street. But not the kind 
of inns that were found by the roadside - long 
buildings, mostly already made of brick, with 
a hallway through which you could pull up with 
a cart and horses for the night. Nobody drove 
into such inns for the day. The Red Gate was dif-
ferent. As late as the end of the 18th century, 
Rzeszów from the north ended at Mikośka. 
At that time, there was an authentic gate here, 
and further on stretched an area called Kłapów-
ka. Manor houses, burgher gardens, orchards 
and vegetable gardens were located here. If so-
meone was able to accumulate several of them, 
he became the owner of a piece of land, built 
himself a manor house and set up a household. 
Through Kłapówka ran the Old Road, dating 
back to the Middle Ages, leading towards San-
domierz and Lublin. By this road, an inn was 
built a long time ago for those who had to stay 
in town for a longer period of time. In a brick 
building there was a sort of hotel for wealthy vi-
sitors. Behind it - a huge wooden building for 
carts and horses. And also with a room for car-
ters. So it was something like a ‘guarded par-
king’.”
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    7. NOWE MIASTO 
       (NEW TOWN)

The name of this part of Rzeszów may cause 

consternation. Well, it is not the New Town 

district behind the Wisłok, which was formed 

in the 1970s and 1980s. It is about the loca-

tion north and north-east of the Old Town 

with the central part belonging to the Market 

Square  - this part of the city should be called 

New Jewish Town. It is a fragment of the city 

covering the present-day area of Plac Wol-

ności and its nearest neighborhood, up to Ga-

łęzowskiego, Mickiewicza, Bożnicza, Plac 

Ofiar Getta, Okrzei and Sobieski Streets. 

It used to be a separate town, alternative to 

Rzeszów, inhabited by a Jewish community, 



which arrived permanently near the city pro-

bably during the reign of Mikołaj Spytek 

Ligęza. In time, this community lived to have 

as many as two spacious synagogues, a 

school called a cheder, a mikvah and even its 

own market square, which many years later 

became the largest place of its kind in the 

city, called Rynek Nowomiejski (New Town 

Square). In the early 18th century, the border 

ramparts which separated Old Rzeszów from 

New Town were demolished, leading to the 

integration of this area into Rzeszów city. 

Consequently, a Jewish district was esta-

blished, offering the community the opportu-

nity to reside in other neighborhoods’ of the 

city. There was even a necropolis located in 

the New Town, which included the area of to-

day's Plac Ofiar Getta (Square of Ghetto Vic-

tims). During the Second World War and the 

German occupation, this area was the heart 

of the ghetto, serving as a Rzeszów Um-

schlagplatz1. From here, Jewish individuals 

were transported to the extermination 

camps in Bełżec and Auschwitz.

Franciszek Kotula on Nowe miasto (New 

Town):

“How to define it.... What to call it? - Simply 



a concern. The Jewish district? - No; after all, 
Jews lived all over the city. The Jewish Acropolis 
of Rzeszów - perhaps that would be most accu-
rate. "We're going to school" - that's what Jews 
themselves often said as they made their way 
to the synagogue for services. Jews have long 
been an essential part of our city's landscape. 
To a large extent determining its overall charac-
ter. The symbol of this landscape was the syna-
gogue district, and this - as I stressed above - can 
be called not so much a district as a Jewish 
Acropolis. In the Jewish "old cemetery" in Rze-
szów, totally destroyed by the Germans, there 
were tombstones from the beginning of the 16th 
century. It can therefore be assumed that Jews 
settled in Rzeszów at that time. Or, to be more 
precise, near Rzeszów, outside the city, as such 
a law was still in force from the Middle Ages. 
The Jewish district was located to the north and 
north-east of the city, on the Kraków-Lviv trade 
route. In the 17th century, an authentic Jewish 
town was established here, twinned with its own 
self-government and its own institutions.
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    8. OLD CEMETERY.

The oldest Christian necropolis in Rzeszów 

was the cemetery encompassing the parish 

church (known as Kościół Farny), which 

should be dated to the middle of the 14th 

century, i.e. the period of the city's formation 

during the Kasimir times and the takeover 

of power in the city by Jan Pakosławic from 

Stróżyska. It was in the area of today's Plac 

Farny, at the corner of 3 Maja Street, Ko-

ściuszko Street (formerly Farna Street) and, 



above all, the eastern parts of the parish 

church of St. Adalbert and St. Stanislaus, that 

the first cemetery in Rzeszów was located. 

It lasted there until the Austrian times, be-

cause in 1792 the new administrative autho-

rities passed a resolution to liquidate the pa-

-rish cemetery and mark the place of the new 

one - on the outskirts of the city, by the Wi-

-słok river. Rzeszów's Old Cemetery, locally 

known as Krzyżyki (Crosses), is two years 

younger than the Powązki Cemetery in War-

-saw, but ten years older than the Rakowicki 

Cemetery in Kraków. The Old Cemetery 

in Rzeszów is the resting place of representa-

tives of the Polish, German, Austrian, Hunga-

rian, Czech and other communities. It is a place 

of eternal sleep for the November and Janu-

ary insurgents, as well as for the victims 

of the First and Second World Wars. The last 

burials took place here in 1945, in an official 

manner, but the burial of the dead was stop-

ped definitively in the 1960s. Today it fulfils 

the role of a park, a natural monument, one 

large historical complex, with unique funera-

ry architecture. Adjacent to the cemetery 

is a small church that presently serves as a Greek 

Catholic establishment. Since the 1760s, 

it has been recognized as the Church of the Holy 

Trinity and has historical roots dating back 



to the 15th century, at least in terms of its lo-

cation.

Franciszek Kotula on the Old Cemetery:

“At the time when I started visiting the Old 
Cemetery, in a utilitarian sense it was actually 
no longer one. For the strangers, it was a real 
charming place, while for the locals, it was still 
a cemetery. It was neatly maintained, for there 
were many people who considered it their duty 
to look after the tombs, graves and headstones. 
They did so with sentiment or even reverence for 
their loved ones or just close ones. Or even those 
who were unknown, but close to them, if only 
because they rested in this very cemetery. It was 
a kind of sacred place for the town, for its inha-
bitants. As they entered through the gate and 
headed for any of the roads or paths, carefully 
maintained, they hushed their voices, walked 
more slowly so as not to disturb the cemetery si-
lence, which had some connection with eternity.”
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If you are interested in the history of the city:
https://rzeszowskiepiwnice.pl/czy-wiesz-rze/
 
If you are interested in visiting Rzeszów Cellars:
https://bilety.rzeszowskiepiwnice.pl/
 
If you are interested in taking tour around
the city:
https://rzeszowskiepiwnice.pl/aktualnosci/odkryj-miasto-
-z-rzeszowskimi-piwnicami,art215/
 
Festivals in Rzeszów:
https://estrada.rzeszow.pl/nasze-imprezy/ 
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